
OAJ, 23.ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1 

 

                                                                                        Participant’s Number:………….. 

 

                                         G R A M M A R 

 
 

Complete each of the sentences (1 – 10) with the best alternative (A – D).Write your 

answer A, B,C or D in the space provided. 

 

 

1 Meanwhile as  ………… payment, we will send you an invoice before the end of the  

      month.  

               A    regard                B  regarded              C  regards                D  regarding   

 

2 We were greeted at a reception ……………..to being shown round the factory. 

               A   prior                    B  earlier                  C  preliminary         D  preceding        

 

3 The speeding car only missed us by a hair’s ………………… . 

         A   width                   B  high                     C  breadth               D  length   

 

       4   I don’t think it’s fair to …………….. a comparison between the two sisters. 

               A   do                         B  strike                   C  draw                   D  take 

 

        5   The estate agent assured us that we could …………. the house at any time.  

               A   overlook                B  look over           C   oversee               D  see through 

 

6  Her outgoing character contrasts ………………with that of her friend. 

A   fully                       B  thoroughly         C   coolly                 D  sharply 

 

7  I gather there was …………………doubt as to who should pay the bill. 

A   every                      B  some                   C   any                     D   the  

  

8   Van Gogh suffered from depression……………. by overwork and ill-health. 

A   brought on              B  coming about     C   taken up              D  put through 

 

         9   Nobody from the president down should imagine they are ……………. the law.    

A   beyond                    B  over                    C  within                  D  above 

 

         10  Have you ever really ……………….. up to your parents? 

               A  spoken                      B  reached               C  stood                   D  worked  

                                             
                                                                                                                               10 points 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                      

 

 

 



OAJ, 23. ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1 

                                                                                                 

                                                                                    Participant’s Number: …………….. 

 

For each of the sentences (11 – 15) complete the second sentence so that it has similar 

meaning to the first sentence using the word given. Do not change the word given. You 

must use between three and six words including the word given.                                                          

 

 

        11    I am sorry I sent you that letter. It was very rude of me. 

               regret 

 

               I ……….……………………………….. you that letter. It was very rude of me. 

 

 

12   We didn’t go because we couldn’t afford it. 

                 been 

 

                If ....................................................……………….. it, we would have gone. 

 

         13    I’m really sorry. Maria isn’t going on holiday with us.  

                  wish 

         

                   I ..................................................……………………….. on holiday with us. 

 

         14   The builder is going to mend our roof tomorrow. 

                  mended 

       

                  We  ....................................................…………………………….. tomorrow. 

 

          15   People say that the bus driver was listening to his walkman at the time of the crash.  

            listening 

       

                   The bus driver ............................................................…….to his walkman at the            

                    time of the crash.                                                              

 

                                                                                                               5 points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Points: ......................  /15 pts                                                                                            

                                                                              

 



OAJ, 23.ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1 

 

                                                                                        Participant’s Number: …………….. 

                                          

                                            V O C A B U L A R Y 

 

Complete each sentence (1-10) with the best answer (A- D). Circle the correct answer. 

 

1   These people are in .......……….. need of help, I can tell you.  

      A  short                   B  big           C dire        D  full 

 

2   These bolts are much too stiff to loosen by hand. Have you got a  .......... ?   

      A  jack                     B  key                  C  screwdriver      D  spanner 

 

3   Before you take the job on, would you give me a rough ....... of how much it will cost?   

A estimate                B  esteem              C  value               D  worth      

    

4   Her right eye ………… when she is anxious.   

      A  twiddles                B  twirls               C  twitches           D  twists   

 

5   The label said: “ It is dangerous to ……… the stated dose”. 

      A  exceed                   B  infringe            C  overdo            D  repeat 

 

6   The corn was not ready for cutting as the ears were still ........... .   

      A  undeveloped           B  unripe               C  unprepared        D  unsteady     

 

7  In the old house he had to bend down to avoid hitting his head on the………. . 

      A  beams                       B  bearings            C  props                D  supports        

 

8  Some people are against informality at lectures but I  ………….. the idea.  

       A  applaud                   B  cheer                   C  clap                 D  shout     

 

9  Will you pay cash or would you like the goods  ............  to your account?  

       A   indebted                 B  charged                C  priced             D  receipted        

 

10  He has always been   ............ supporter of his local rugby team.  

        A  a forcible                B an unbeaten           C  a staunch        D  a sure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Points: ......................../  10 pts                                                                                     
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                                                                                   Participant’s Number: ……………. 

                                         

V O C A B U L A R Y:      P R O G R E S S I V E  T E S T  

 

Fill in a chart associated with shopping and goods. (Time limit: 3 minutes) You should  

include the kind of shop and five goods each shop sells. You will score 1 point for every 

correctly spelled answer. 

 

           kind of shop                                   goods                 
 

 e.g.   baker’s                                        bread, buns, rolls, sandwiches, biscuits          1 point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Points: ...........................  



 

OAJ, 23. ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1                                                                                          

 

                                                                                               Participant’s  Number: ............... 

 

                       R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

 

Read the following article about guitar legends. There are two tasks to do on the next 

page after you read.  

 

 

   Whether  it’s the melodic sound of an Eric Clapton solo or the growl of a heavy metal band , 

the electric guitar  has influenced popular music and culture more than any other instrument. 

Rock’s greatest musicians have always been closely identified with their guitars. But the 

instruments being designed for tomorrow’s pop stars may look and sound rather different 

from today’s familiar electric and acoustic guitars. 

 

  It is only sixty years since the electric guitar was invented. Since then there have been 

incredible changes to the technical design of the instrument. From what was once a round 

wooden box with a hole in the front, the guitar has evolved into the smooth solid body of  

the rock guitarist’s ´axe.´ The most modern guitars are really computer-controlled 

synthesizers.  

 

  Adolf Rickenbacker’s Electro String Company produced the world’s first electric guitar. 

It was made of wood and played on the user’s lap. The first real break in design came in  

1950 when Leo Fender, a Californian radio repairman made the first solid-bodied electric 

guitar: the  Fender Telecaster. Soon after the inventor Les Paul made the famous Gibson Les 

Paul. Fender launched the stylish Stratocaster two years later. These guitars became standard 

instruments against which newer instruments are measured. 

 

  All sorts of different materials have been used to make guitars. Acoustic guitars are made of 

wood, which gives a soft tone. Wood is also a popular material in electric guitar manufacture, 

but more modern materials such as glass and carbon fibre are also used. There have also been 

guitars with metal bodies and necks, though these were never popular with players, who claim 

that metal feels cold in the hand. 

 

  Plastics, on the other hand, have been more used in guitar bodies. A company that makes 

parts for the aerospace industry has begun to use a kind of fiberglass that was originally used 

in helicopter blades to make the bodies for its electric-acoustic instruments. Other makers 

have begun to experiment with graphite, a material that is ten times stiffer than wood but 

much lighter. It doesn’t expand or contract as the temperature or humidity changes either. 

 This makes it particularly suitable for guitar necks and for tennis rackets, for which it is also 

used.  

 

As long as scientists and musicians work harmoniously, the electric guitar will continue to 

benefit from technological innovations. But for all the efforts of the guitar companies, design 

engineers, production managers and quality controllers, it’s the musicians who finally make 

the instrument sing – and not necessarily in the way the guitar maker intended.                                                                             
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                                                                                     Participant’s Number: …………… 

 

For questions 1 –7 choose the correct alternative. Circle your answer.  

      

1 Which of the following subject is not referred to 

A   companies that make guitars 

B   materials the guitars are made of 

C   the role of technology 

D   other musical instruments 

 

2 ´Musicians´ play guitars. Which of the following does not refer back to musicians? 

A   pop stars 

B   rock guitarists 

C   inventors 

D   players 

 

3 Who made the first electric guitar? 

A  Leo Fender 

B   Adolf  Rickenbacker 

C   Les Paul 

D   someone who worked for Adolf  Rickenbacker 

 

4 The guitars that were designed in the fifties 

A   were not commercially successful 

B   are often compared to the guitars designed today 

C   were made of wood 

D   were played sitting down 

 

5 Wood is used to make 

A   only  acoustic guitars 

B   only electric guitars     

         C   helicopter blades 

         D  electric and acoustic guitars  

 

6 Why is graphite a good material for guitar necks 

A   it is not cold in the hand 

B   it is used to make tennis rackets 

C   it is cheaper than wood                                                                                                     

D   it is lighter than wood   

 

7 Recent technological innovations 

A   have not really improved the electric guitar 

B   have been appreciated by musicians 

C   cannot determine the way the guitar will be played 

D   are not what musicians hoped for 

                                                                                                                            7 points 

                                                                                                                



OAJ, 23.ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1 

 

                                                                                         Participant’s Number: .............. 

 

For questions 8 – 10 answer the following questions about the article. Write your 

answer in the space provided. Spelling counts! 

 

8   What two other words does the writer use instead of ´guitar´? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

9   The writer uses the phrase ´pop stars´ to refer to people who play guitars. 

     What word/words does he use before to refer to pop stars? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

10 What materials are used to make guitars? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                                                                                          3   points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total points:……………………….. 

 

 



OAJ, 23. ročník, krajské kolo 2012/2013, kategória 2C1 

 

                                                                                            Participant’s Number: ………..                   

 

 

                L I S T E N I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N          

 

 

You will hear a story about identical twins. For questions 1 - 5 fill in the missing 

information (a word / a phrase). Write your answers in the space provided.  Spelling 

counts! You will hear the information  once only. 

   

1     Greta and Freda want to look ……………….  …….    …………….( 3 words) 

      

  

2     The sisters usually wear  ……………..   ………….. and    ………………hair.                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                   (3 words) 

 

3     Their mother didn’t help them grow up as……….………….. . ( 1 word) 

 

 

4     The twins have different  …………………………………….. .           (1 word) 

  

  

5      Dr. Bryan  isn’t surprised that there is……………………………between Greta and 

        Freda.                                                                                                      ( 1 word) 

 

                                                                                                                      5 points                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

Total points:.......................... 
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